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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Rippe & Kingston (Developer of Contract Guardian www.ContractGuardian.com ) is pleased to announce a Dramatic Search and
Reporting Performance Enhancement that is immediately available for Contract Guardian 3.0.
CINCINNATI, OHIO (October 29, 2013) Rippe & Kingston announced they have completed their development to deliver incredible
performance for both searching and reporting. Part of the challenge was to deliver instantaneous search/reporting results for
clients that could potentially have petabytes of data. The data being searched includes all system fields, all user defined fields, all
contracts and all attachments.
Clients have been very pleased with the contract search and contract reporting power and flexibility. However, we were concerned
that some clients would see some performance (speed) issues as they approach 50,000 contracts/attachments. That was when we
determined that we need to offer an amazing experience for all of our clients.
Our clients can now search across their entire contract repository as fast as they can type. The same is true for executing any report.
Our larger clients reported their results are now measured in milliseconds instead of seconds. (That is a thousand times faster!)
We have also incorporated a distributed environment. This allows us to easily add capacity as their contract repository grows.
Search and Reporting Overview:






Search: Simply enter a keyword or phrase in the
search box and Contract Guardian will prepare the
items that match your criteria instantaneously.
One-Step Filtering: Every field displayed in a grid
provides automatic filtering options. For those
who want to go beyond one-step filtering that is
provided in Contract Guardian, the Contract Filter
Control delivers a customizable dialog that allows
contract administrators to build filter criteria of
any complexity with a simple yet elegant interface
that puts the entire power of the filtering subsystem at your fingertips. Through a simple
process of selecting column to filter against and
you will be able to create even the most
sophisticated of filters with ease.
Contract Management Reports
o Generate a report using criteria from any field in the system
o One-step and advanced filtering on all data fields
o Page size selection
o Drag and Drop Layout
o Export of data to Excel (CSV) and PDF format.
o Name and save your reports for future execution (private and public)
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About Us
Contract Guardian provides a comprehensive Contract Management System. The Gold Edition is designed for
organizations that require the ultimate in flexibility and unlimited growth. The system is Intuitive to use and
includes a comprehensive suite of features and capabilities to manage your contracts. With Contract Guardian you
can manage any type of contract, agreement, lease, warranty, or related documents and data. If you prefer, you can move to
the Private Cloud Edition for an On-premise solution that utilizes your infrastructure.
Contract Guardian services a wide range of industries:











Medical/Health - The healthcare industry is full of regulatory compliance and strict guidelines regarding privacy and
security. You have your patient data and billing under control, but what about all the other operations of the hospital or
offices?
Finance - The world of finance demands secure, flexible and scalable software solutions. Whether you are an alternative
asset management fund in need of a vendor management solution or a traditional financial institution implementing a
compliance solution, Contract Guardian addresses your contract management needs.
Government - Federal, state, and local government agencies face large, complex organizational challenges that require
innovative software solutions. A contract management solution must be flexible, scalable, easy-to-use and affordable.
Technology - Technology companies need flexible and scalable contract management tools to meet their ever-evolving
needs. Implementation has to be quick and easy. You want security, agility, and innovation from your software. Rigid,
expensive systems won't do.
Legal - Across many industries, legal departments have demanding needs from a contract management solution. Legal
teams need a flexible, scalable, and affordable solution to satisfy their sophisticated requirements. The same is true for Law
Firms.
Other applicable industries include Insurance, Manufacturing, Service Based Companies, Transportation, Construction,
Distribution, Education and Energy.

For more information, please visit www.ContractGuardian.com or call 1 (513) 977-4544.
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